Atys

A fascinating and wild world, punctuated by the seasons and the migration of its fauna. A world on which, once a year, a truce is established between all Hominkind during the year change festivities.

The Brotherhood of the Fortunate Gubani meticulously prepares the event. What could be better for business than this transition to the year of Jena 2603? All the ingredients are already in place to ensure that this year, which is just beginning, keeps all its promises!
Dynamic Kitin Invasions

A peaceful day on Atys. The leaves whisper softly in the wind. The sun shines through them onto the water, making it glitter. The call of an Yber can be heard from afar. Messabs are searching in the beach for shells. Everything is so calm, so peaceful.
A normal day on Atys.

Suddenly, it was quiet. Too quiet! It’s like all creatures and all plants have noticed that something is wrong. In the next moment, the ground began to shake. The water made high waves, trees fell over, creatures ran away in panic!

Suddenly, the ground began to split! Like a giant wound on the surface of Atys, a hole opened! The next thing you can hear is the all too well known hissing and rattling. Kitins from the core...

Kami/Karavan Pact Interface

The pact systems for members of the factions Kami & Karavan are improved by adding a new interface for them. It will contain an auto re-buy function, so you will never forget to buy one. Now you won’t lose your access to a region. In addition you will only have one item in your bag for ALL your teleport pacts.
New Horizon Rework

The Brotherhood of the Fortunate Gubani decided to buy New Horizons, so the two organisations merged.

A lot of things will change. New Horizon will no longer have a global limit for supporting it with occupation products.

The travelling will be cheaper than before, and fame is not required anymore.

ZIG me up!

The intelligence of your ZIGs got highly improved. They are now able to find a cuddly place in your bag for themselves. Also, they will follow you now whenever you use a teleport pact. So cute AND intelligent!

The Ryzom Team remains at your disposal for any additional information, and best wishes to you!

Useful links

- Ryzom website
- Patchnotes - JY 2603